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Introduction

Education reform efforts have established new standards
for both students and teachers in recent years. As attention is
paid to the increased achievement levels expected of
students, it has also been recognized that teachers must
possess the appropriate knowledge necessary to teach and to
communicate with students effectively in order to assist them
in reaching the new student standards. As a result, states
have put into place new standards, and accompanying
assessments, for teacher certification. These standards have
in turn affected the programs that prepare prospective
teachers.

At the annual conference on teacher certification testing
sponsored by National Evaluation Systems, Inc. (NES®), and
held in Chicago in October 1998, the focus was on teacher
certification assessment and its relationship to new teacher
standards. Speakers included college and university faculty
members and administrators, education agency staff, and
other professionals in education. This book contains the
presentations made by these speakers.

Section 1 of this book, "Framing the Issues," contains three
papers that highlight key considerations related to the
implementation of new teacher standards and the role of
teacher certification assessment in this process. In the first
paper, Kati Haycock sets the context for why good teaching
is so important and stresses how the involvement of high-
quality educators is critical in helping all children meet new
student standards of achievement. Next, Michael A. Rebell
reviews legal issues related to new teacher standards. He
describes accountability systems put into place in several
states and the legal implications of changes in teacher
standards for teacher preparation programs. In the last
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paper in this section, Leonard Kaplan emphasizes that we
should focus not only on the academic/cognitive side of
teacher standards but on the character/affective side as well.
His framing of this issue is echoed by papers in Section 2 that
describe states' efforts to focus on the character and
professional disposition of prospective teachers in teacher
preparation programs.

Section 2 of this book, entitled "New Standards for
Teachers—Six States' Experiences," contains presentations
made by representatives from Arizona, Colorado, New York,
California, Texas, and Washington—states currently
involved in the implementation of new teacher standards.
First, Caryn R. Shoemaker, Thomas Wickenden, and Billie J.
Enz describe the Arizona education reform effort from the
point of view of the Department of Education, the Board of
Regents, and a teacher preparation program at an Arizona
university, respectively.

Colorado's experiences with the implementation of new
teacher standards are reviewed next. Calvin M. Frazier
describes how collaboration among educators helped this
process succeed, and David C. Whaley provides information
on one Colorado higher education institution's efforts to
ensure that candidates' professional dispositions are
examined as part of teacher preparation assessment.

Three perspectives from New York are presented next.
Charles C. Mackey, Jr., reviews changes in the state's
accountability system for teacher preparation programs, and
Helen Greene and Gary DeBolt provide insight on how these
changes have affected the teacher preparation programs at
their institutions.

In the next set of papers, Sam W. Swofford and Nancy
Brownell describe how California's efforts to improve the
reading achievement of its students resulted in an
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assessment of prospective teachers' reading instruction
competence. Sam Swofford reviews what factors led to the
increased focus on reading and how the state responded;
Nancy Brownell, in her paper co-authored by Robert Carlson
of the California Commission on Teacher Credentialing,
describes the background and features of the resulting
assessment.

Two reports from educators at Texas institutions appear next
in this section. In the first, Hilda Medrano describes how her
higher education institution's teacher preparation program
responded to the challenge of meeting new accountability
standards for teachers. In the second, Jesse Jai McNeil, Jr.,
outlines a process for assisting prospective teachers in
understanding the proficiencies on which they will be
assessed. The last paper within this section is by Allen D.
Glenn, who outlines Washington State's efforts to ensure that
all constituencies have a voice in determining how
prospective educators will be assisted to meet new teacher
standards.

Section 3 is entitled "Conclusions and Next Steps." In the first
paper, Ronald A. Berk critiques the teacher preparation
assessment system and suggests steps that need to be taken
to increase the degree to which teacher education programs
improve teacher quality. In the final paper, Calvin M. Frazier
forecasts upcoming challenges and suggests questions that
will need to be addressed in the years to come as part of the
standards-based reform movement in education.

As an appendix to this book, National Evaluation Systems
has included information related to the Reading Instruction
Competence Assessment (RICA™). The RICA has been
instituted in California to measure prospective educators'
knowledge, skill, and ability to effectively deliver reading
instruction. The role of the RICA in California's efforts to
improve students' reading skills is discussed in Section 2 of
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this book. A program brochure, the RICA test content
specifications, and a description of the video portion of the
assessment are included within the appendix for the reader's
review.

The papers in this book represent a significant commitment
of time and effort on the part of the authors to prepare and
present this information at the conference. We thank all of
the contributors to this book.
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